Acceptable Loss William Monk 17 Anne Perry
Eventually, you will no question discover a supplementary experience and feat by spending more cash. yet when? realize you
acknowledge that you require to acquire those all needs once having significantly cash? Why dont you attempt to acquire
something basic in the beginning? Thats something that will lead you to understand even more concerning the globe,
experience, some places, taking into consideration history, amusement, and a lot more?
It is your categorically own become old to act out reviewing habit. along with guides you could enjoy now is Acceptable Loss
William Monk 17 Anne Perry below.

The Twisted Root Anne Perry 2007-12-18 “A novel whose suspense remains high until the final pages . . . Anne Perry is [a]
master of crime fiction who rarely fails to deliver a strong story and a colorful cast of characters.”—The Baltimore Sun A young
bridegroom enlists private investigator William Monk to track down his fiancée, Miriam Gardiner, who disappeared suddenly from
a party at a luxurious Bayswater mansion. Monk soon finds the coach in which Miriam fled and, nearby, the murdered body of
the coachman, but there is no trace of the young passenger. What strange compulsion could have driven the beautiful widow to
abandon the prospect of a loving marriage and financial abundance? Monk and clever nurse Hester Latterly, themselves now
newlyweds, desperately pursue the elusive truth—and an unknown killer whose malign brilliance they have scarcely begun to
fathom. BONUS: This edition contains excerpts from Anne Perry's Treason at Lisson Grove and Execution Dock. Praise for The
Twisted Root “When a law flies in the face of moral justice, can a person be condemned for defying it—even to the point of
murder? Anne Perry argues the issue with uncommon eloquence.”—The New York Times Book Review
Legacy of the Dead Charles Todd 2007-12-18 The weathered remains found on a Scottish mountainside may be those of
Eleanor Gray, but the imperious Lady Maude Gray, Eleanor's mother, will have to be handled delicately. This is not the only
ground that Inspector Ian Rutledge of Scotland Yard must tread carefully, for the case will soon lead him to Scotland, where
many of Rutledge's ghosts rest uneasily. But it is an unexpected encounter that will hold the most peril. For in Scotland Rutledge
will find that the young mother accused of killing Eleanor Gray is a woman to whom he owes a terrible debt. And his harrowing
journey to find the truth will lead him back through the fires of his past, into secrets that still have the power to kill.
A Sunless Sea (William Monk Mystery, Book 18) Anne Perry 2012-04-12 Can Monk uncover the truth behind a deadly opium
conspiracy? Propelled into the darkest corners of the opium trade, New York Times bestselling author Anne Perry sends
Inspector Monk on a thrilling adventure in A Sunless Sea, the eighteenth novel featuring the charismatic detective. Perfect for
fans of C. J. Sansom and Sarah Perry. 'Anne Perry's Victorian mysteries are marvels' - New York Times Book Review 1864 and
on the bank of the Thames, Monk is appalled at the shocking mutilation visited upon the body of a woman found on Limehouse
Pier. But when enquiries into the brutal killing unearth a connection between the victim and Dr Lambourn, a brilliant, recently
deceased scientist and staunch supporter for a new pharmaceutical bill aimed to regulate the sale of opium, it becomes clear
that not all is as it seems. Lambourn's widow refuses to believe the official verdict that her husband's death was suicide; she is
convinced that he was murdered after the research he was conducting was discredited by government officials intent on keeping
the lucrative trade of opium flowing. With pressure mounting for the river police to find the Limehouse killer, Monk is propelled
headlong into an investigation that will delve into the darkest depths of the opium trade and threaten to expose corruption in the
very highest echelons of society... What readers are saying about A Sunless Sea: 'Perry is an agile word painter - so perfectly
describing the sights and sounds of Victorian London from the dark Limehouse area to the posh West End that one feels
transported to a different time and place' 'The reader becomes immersed in the tension' 'The characters are believable, the
storyline ingenious and the reader [is kept] guessing right to the end'
Religion, Welfare and Social Service Provision Robert Wineburg 2019-04-16 Religion, Welfare, and Social Service Provision:
Common Ground delves deeply into the partnerships forged between religious communities, government agencies and
nonprofits to deliver social services to the needy. These pages offer a considered examination of how local faith entities have
served those in their midst, and how the provision of those services has been impacted by evolving social policies. This
foundational volume brings together the work of more than two dozen leading researchers, each providing long overdue
scholarly inquiry into religiously affiliated helping and the many possibilities that it holds for effective cooperation.
Blind Justice Anne Perry 2013 When his friend, judge Oliver Rathbone, rashly crosses a line and inadvertently causes the death
of a charismatic minister, police superintendent William Monk and his wife, Hester, navigate the perilous case to expose the truth
and clear Rathbone's name. By the best-selling author of The Sheen on the Silk.
Corridors of the Night Anne Perry 2015-09-15 Anne Perry, that incomparable novelist of life in Victorian England, has once again
surpassed herself, with this twenty-first installment of her New York Times bestselling William Monk series. In Corridors of the
Night, nurse Hester Monk and her husband, William, commander of the Thames River Police, do desperate battle with two
obsessed scientists who in the name of healing have turned to homicide. The monomaniacal Rand brothers—Magnus, a cunning
doctor, and Hamilton, a genius chemist—are ruthless in their pursuit of a cure for what was then known as the fatal “white-blood
disease.” In London’s Royal Naval Hospital annex, Hester is tending one of the brothers’ dying patients—wealthy Bryson
Radnor—when she stumbles upon three weak, terrified young children, and learns to her horror that they’ve been secretly
purchased and imprisoned by the Rands for experimental purposes. But the Rand brothers are too close to a miracle cure to
allow their experiments to be exposed. Before Hester can reveal the truth, she too becomes a prisoner. As Monk and his faithful
friends—distinguished lawyer Oliver Rathbone and reformed brothel keeper Squeaky Robinson among them—scour London’s
grimy streets and the beautiful English countryside searching for her, Hester’s time, as well as the children’s, is quickly draining
away. Taut with intrigue and laced with white-knuckled terror, Corridors of the Night is Anne Perry at her magnificent,

unforgettable best. Praise for Corridors of the Night “[A] suspenseful, twisting narrative.”—Historical Novels Review “Anne Perry
has once again evocatively and meticulously conjured up Victorian London. . . . This is one of her best as she continues probing .
. . the dark impulses that haunt all human souls.”—Providence Journal “Pulls no punches and depicts Victorian London in all its
corrupt glory.”—Bookreporter Praise for Anne Perry and Her William Monk novels Blood on the Water “One of Ms. Perry’s most
engrossing books . . . gallops to a dramatic conclusion.”—The Washington Times Blind Justice “[Perry’s] courtroom scenes have
the realism of Scott Turow.”—Huntington News A Sunless Sea “Anne Perry’s Victorian mysteries are marvels.”—The New York
Times Book Review Acceptable Loss “Masterful storytelling and moving dialogue.”—The Star-Ledger Execution Dock “[An]
engrossing page-turner . . . There’s no one better at using words to paint a scene and then fill it with sounds and smells than
Anne Perry.”—The Boston Globe
The Shifting Tide Anne Perry 2004-04-27 William Monk knows London’s streets like the back of his hand. But the river Thames
and its teeming docks—where wharf rats and night plunderers ply their trades—is unknown territory. Only Monk’s dire need for
work persuades him to accept an assignment from shipping magnate Clement Louvain, to investigate the theft of a cargo of
African ivory from Louvain’s recently docked schooner, the Maude Idris. But why didn’t Louvain report the ivory theft directly to
the River Police? Another mystery is the appearance of a desperately ill woman who Louvain claims is the discarded mistress of
an old friend. Is she connected to the theft, or to something much darker? As Monk endeavors to solve these riddles, he can’t
imagine the trap that will soon so fatefully ensnare him.
Dark Assassin Anne Perry 2011 On a patrol boat near Waterloo Bridge, police superintendent William Monk notices a young
couple engaged in an intense discussion. Seconds later, the two plunge to their deaths in the icy waters of the Thames. Was it
an accident, a suicide, or a murder? Ever the investigator, Monk learns that the woman, Mary Havilland, had planned to marry
the fair-haired man who shared her fate. He also discovers that Mary’s father had recently died in a supposed suicide. But Mary’s
friends share their own darks suspicions with Monk, who now faces the mysteries surrounding three deaths. Aided by his intrepid
wife, Hester, Monk searches for answers. From luxurious drawing rooms where powerful men hatch their unscrupulous plots, to
the sewers beneath the city where poor folk fight crippling poverty, Monk must connect the clues before death strikes again.
Slaves of Obsession Anne Perry 2011-04-27 The year is 1861. The American Civil War has just begun, and London arms dealer
Daniel Alberton is becoming a very wealthy man. His quiet dinner party seems remote indeed from the passions rending
America. Yet investigator William Monk and his bride, Hester, sense growing tensions and barely concealed violence. For two of
the guests are Americans, each vying to buy Alberton’s armaments. Soon Monk and Hester’s forebodings are fulfilled as one
member of the party is brutally murdered and two others disappear– along with Alberton’s entire inventory of weapons. As Monk
and Hester track the man they believe to be the murderer all the way to Washington, D.C., and the bloody battlefield at
Manassas, Slaves of Obsession twists and turns like a powder-keg fuse and holds the reader breathless and spellbound. . . .
What Remains of Heaven C. S. Harris 2009-11-03 Sebastian St. Cyr's search for the killer of the controversial Bishop of London
leads him from the back alleys of Smithfield to the power corridors of Whitehall to the well-guarded secrets of his own family's
past.
Death of a Stranger Anne Perry 2010 The tragic death of a railway magnate in a sleazy brothel has shocked high society.
Meanwhile, private investigator William Monk acquires a mysterious new client who asks him to ascertain beyond the shadow of
a doubt whether or not her fiancé, a railway-firm executive, has become enmeshed in fraudulent practices. And so Monk
embarks upon a journey that will revive memories stripped from his consciousness by amnesia—as a past almost impossible to
bear returns, eerily paralleling a fresh tragedy that has already begun its inexorable unfolding.
Blood on the Water (William Monk Mystery, Book 20) Anne Perry 2014-04-10 A deadly act of terror on the Thames leads William
Monk into a treacherous world... Blood on the Water is the twentieth novel in Anne Perry's William Monk mysteries, which draws
the reader into a treacherous Victorian world where the powerful seek to buy justice, and no one is safe. Perfect for fans of C. J.
Sansom and Ann Granger. 'Engaging and sharply observed' - New York Times Book Review It is a time of progress, with the
Empire's interests expanding and the contentious new Suez Canal nearing completion. Many people stand to gain - and to lose as the world rapidly changes. When a Thames pleasure boat is blown up with the loss of many lives, an Egyptian man is quickly
sentenced to hang for the crime. But William Monk, head of the River Police, discovers the evidence was flawed. As he and his
wife Hester investigate further, Monk begins to wonder if the wrong man was convicted. If justice itself has been tainted,
exposing the true culprit will be far more dangerous... What readers are saying about Blood on the Water: 'Perry is such a fine
writer. Her descriptions are wonderfully evocative' 'This is another brilliant read - full of twists and turns and a really unexpected
ending. Fantastic' 'Was an absolutely riveting read - I read a lot of Anne Perry's books as I love the twists and turns and
unpredictability, I didn't see the end of this one coming at all'
Dark Tide Rising (William Monk Mystery, Book 24) Anne Perry 2018-04-19 DARK TIDE RISING is the 24th compelling mystery
in the William Monk series, from the master of Victorian crime, New York Times bestselling author Anne Perry. 'Anne Perry's
Victorian mysteries are marvels of plot construction...truly remarkable' New York Times. When Kate Exeter is kidnapped on the
shore of the Thames, Commander William Monk is enlisted by her desperate husband to save her. Kate's captors are
demanding a ransom for her safe return and Monk and his most trusted men must arrange a secret handover in the dark slums
of Jacob's Island. But on the night someone betrays them and a brutal skirmish breaks out, leaving death and destruction in its
wake . . . Who is to blame for what went wrong? Monk senses tensions mount and no one knows who to trust. Then a whistle
blower claims that the ransom money was embezzled funds that incriminate Kate's husband, and the case takes on a whole new
meaning...
Acceptable Loss Anne Perry 2011-08-09 Anne Perry’s seventeenth William Monk novel, now in paperback, is a mesmerizing
masterpiece of innocence and evil on London’s docks, a welcome addition to this successful and beloved series. NATIONAL
BESTSELLER On a London riverbank, when the body of small-time crook Mickey Parfitt washes up with the tide, no one grieves.
But William Monk, commander of the River Police, is puzzled by the murder weapon: an elegant scarf whose original owner was
obviously a man of substance. Dockside informers lead Monk to a floating palace of corruption on the Thames managed by
Parfitt, where a band of half-starved boys is held captive for men willing to pay a high price for midnight pleasures. Though Monk
and his fearless wife, Hester, would gladly reward Parfitt’s killer, duty leads them in another direction—to an unresolved crime, to
a deadly confrontation with some of the empire’s most respected men, and ultimately to a courtroom showdown with Monk’s old

friend, Oliver Rathbone, in a trial of nearly unbearable tension and suspense. BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from
Anne Perry's A Sunless Sea. “Masterful storytelling . . . [the] best in the series to date.”—The Star-Ledger
A Dangerous Mourning Anne Perry 2011-05-11 Inspector William Monk has his hands full when an aristocrat's daugher is
stabbed to death in her own bed. He is instructed to proceed without delay, but finds his efforts hamstrung by the lingering traces
of amnesia and the craven ineptitutde of his supervisor, who would love to see him fail. With the help of Hester Latterly, formerly
a nurse with Florence Nightingale, Monk gropes warily through the silence and shadows, knowing that with each step he comes
closer to the appalling truth.... "A richly textured, masterfully plotted, thoroughly enjoyable story." THE KIRKUS REVIEWS
Hunting Shadows Charles Todd 2014-01-21 A dangerous case with ties leading back to the battlefields of World War I dredges
up dark memories for Scotland Yard Inspector Ian Rutledge in Hunting Shadows, a gripping and atmospheric historical mystery
set in 1920s England, from acclaimed New York Times bestselling author Charles Todd. A society wedding at Ely Cathedral in
Cambridgeshire becomes a crime scene when a man is murdered. After another body is found, the baffled local constabulary
turns to Scotland Yard. Though the second crime had a witness, her description of the killer is so strange its unbelievable.
Despite his experience, Inspector Ian Rutledge has few answers of his own. The victims are so different that there is no rhyme or
reason to their deaths. Nothing logically seems to connect them—except the killer. As the investigation widens, a clear suspect
emerges. But for Rutledge, the facts still don’t add up, leaving him to question his own judgment. In going over the details of the
case, Rutledge is reminded of a dark episode he witnessed in the war. While the memory could lead him to the truth, it also
raises a prickly dilemma. To stop a murderer, will the ethical detective choose to follow the letter—or the spirit—of the law?
Execution Dock (William Monk Mystery, Book 16) Anne Perry 2010-11-25 Has Monk met his most dangerous and elusive
opponent yet? The death of a young boy leads Monk into one of his most dangerous cases yet in the sixteenth book in Anne
Perry's brilliant William Monk series Execution Dock. Perfect for fans of C. J. Sansom and Arthur Conan Doyle. 'Rich in plot
development, believable characters and period detail, this entry will only add to the already sizable ranks of Perry's admirers' Publishers Weekly It's 1864, and after a game of cat and mouse, Monk has captured Jericho Phillips, the man he suspects of
brutally killing a young mudlark and running an evil child prostitution ring. In bringing Phillips to justice, Monk hopes to close
down the ring and avenge the memory of Durban, his old commander, who was determined to capture Philips. However, at trial
justice does not prevail. Oliver Rathbone, Monk's friend, is hired anonymously to represent the accused and when he proves that
vital evidence is missing, Phillips is freed. As Monk begins the investigation again, venturing deeper into London's murky
underworld, he realises that Durban may have had his own reasons for pursuing Phillips, and shockingly, that secret support for
Phillips may reach further into civilised society than anyone could ever have imagined... What readers are saying about
Execution Dock: 'Ms Perry's books inform, entertain, and make me think...what more can a reader ask for?' '[A] compelling,
assiduously plotted story' 'Well written with a gripping story line... You really feel the dirt and squalor of Victorian London'
Revenge in a Cold River Anne Perry 2016-09-06 Master of mystery and historical intrigue Anne Perry once again transports
readers to the banks of the Thames in Victorian London for her thrilling new William Monk novel. In Revenge in a Cold River,
Monk faces his darkest hour ever as he spars with a quarry hell-bent on vengeance. When Commander Monk of the Thames
River Police is called to investigate the drowning of an escaped prisoner, he’s forced to contend with customs officer McNab,
who clearly bears a bitter grudge against him. But the reason is a mystery in itself. Monk’s memory loss—a secret he guards
closely—leaves him vulnerable to repercussions from his missing past, especially his exploits overseas in the tumultuous Gold
Rush days of San Francisco. And now McNab, as icy and unfathomable as the steel-gray Thames itself, appears intent on using
whatever damning facts he can find to his advantage to ruin Monk’s future as an officer of the law. As Monk explores the
possibility of a conspiracy, McNab’s game of cat and mouse escalates, with veiled threats and cryptic insinuations. Snared in an
unforeseen trap, a desperate Monk must turn to his wife, Hester, and friend and attorney Oliver Rathbone for help, as his life
literally hangs in the balance. With razor-edged suspense and shocking twists and turns, Revenge in a Cold River is Anne Perry
at her most intense—and most satisfying. Praise for Revenge in a Cold River “Fascinating and addictive . . . Another strong
historical mystery that is true in both culture and manners to its Victorian setting.”—New York Journal of Books “Perry is a master
storyteller whose writing encompasses rich detail and nuance. . . . [Revenge in a Cold River] is her best to date.”—The StarLedger “The storytelling is dazzling, as it always is in a Perry novel.”—The New York Times Book Review
Sins of the Wolf (William Monk Mystery, Book 5) Anne Perry 2013-09-26 With Hester arrested for murder, the stakes are high...
To save Hester Latterly from the noose, William Monk must solve the case with greater urgency than ever before in Anne Perry's
unputdownable mystery Sins of the Wolf. Perfect for fans of C. J. Sansom and Ann Granger. 'A mesmerizing courtroom drama
[and] a plot that's filled with surprising twists and unexpected suspense' - Booklist When nurse Hester Latterly accompanies the
elderly Mrs Mary Farraline on a short trip to London, her only medical duty is to ensure her charming patient takes her heart
medicine. But Mrs Farraline dies during the night. When her missing brooch 'turns up' in Hester's possession she is arrested for
theft, until a post-mortem reveals a lethal dose of medicine in Mrs Farraline's body, and the charge becomes murder. Inspector
William Monk must find a killer amongst the aloof Farraline clan, and in a Scottish courtroom the family's secrets will be
exposed - or buried for ever. What readers are saying about Sins of the Wolf: 'I couldn't put this volume down; it was such a good
read' 'Was enthralled from beginning to end' 'One of [Anne Perry's] best, very well put together'
The Silent Cry Anne Perry 2010-09-22 Deep in London’s dangerous slums, Victorians transact their most secret and shameful
business. For a price, a man can procure whatever he wants. But for one such man, the price he pays is his life. In sunless
Water Lane, respected solicitor Leighton Duff lies dead, kicked and beaten to death. Beside him is the barely living body of his
son, Rhys. The police cannot fathom these brutal assaults until shrewd investigator William Monk, aided by nurse-turned-sleuth
Hester Latterly, uncovers a connection between them and a series of rapes and beatings of local prostitutes. But then the case
takes an even more shocking turn.
Ashworth Hall (Thomas Pitt Mystery, Book 17) Anne Perry 2014-03-27 Can Pitt solve the case before the killer strikes again?
The murder of a prominent politician has links to Irish civil unrest in Anne Perry's gripping Victorian mystery, Ashworth Hall.
Perfect for fans of C. J. Sansom and Sarah Perry. 'Elegant period novel with a contemporary resonance' - Guardian When a
group of powerful Irish Protestants and Catholics gather at a country house to discuss Irish home rule, contention is to be
expected. But when the meeting's moderator, government bigwig Ainsley Greville, is found murdered in his bath, negotiations
seem doomed. Unless Superintendent Thomas Pitt and his wife, Charlotte, can root out the truth, simmering hatreds and

passions may again explode in murder. What readers are saying about Anne Perry: 'The atmosphere of turn of the century
London is so absorbing and tangible that you can almost feel yourself shrouded in a cold blanket of East End fog and hear the
Hansom carriages clatter along the streets' 'These are a great set of books. Pitt is a really likeable hero' 'Five stars'
Una pérdida razonable (Detective William Monk 17) Anne Perry 2015-01-01 La reina del crimen victoriano vuelve a la carga.
Ambientado en los muelles de Londres, esta decimoséptima entrega de la serie dedicada a Monk teje una inolvidable historia de
inocencia y maldad. Para el carismático inspector, la aparición de un misterioso cadáver, estrangulado con una lujosa corbata,
es la excusa perfecta para investigar los entresijos de la corrupción y la explotación infantil que se esconden tras la fachada de
los más respetables círculos londinenses. Nada ni nadie quedará a salvo. Los lectores han dicho... «Con un argumento
perfectamente desarrollado, unos personajes verosímiles y plena de detalles de época, esta novela hará las delicias de la legión
de entusiastas admiradores de Perry.» «Una problemática totalmente contemporánea. Admirablemente bien escrita.» «Un
argumento complejo que se sostiene sobre un grandioso arte de narrar.»
Cain His Brother (William Monk Mystery, Book 6) Anne Perry 2013-09-26 William Monk faces his most bizarre case to date... In
the foggy streets of Victorian London, Investigator Monk continues to solve the city's crimes and murders, with Cain His Brother
being the sixth instalment of Anne Perry's mystery series featuring the popular detective. Perfect for fans of C. J. Sansom and
Sarah Perry. 'Just when you think you have it figured out, think again! No one can capture and bring to life the drama,
excitement, and feel of Victorian England like Perry' - Mostly Murder Genvieve Stonefield's husband Angus is missing when she
seeks William Monk's help to find him. She is convinced that he has been murdered by his twin brother Caleb, a shadowy figure
who lives in the slums bordering the Thames and has always hated his respectable businessman brother. Although worried
about Hester Latterly's health as she nurses victims of a typhoid outbreak in Limehouse, and threatened by a personal scandal,
Monk is determined to bring one of the most bizarre cases he has ever encountered to its conclusion. What readers are saying
about Cain His Brother: 'This is the best one in the Monk series... this novel has a most baffling conclusion and left me reeling in
surprise' 'Lots of twists to the tale, it'll have you hooked' 'Five stars'
Treason at Lisson Grove Anne Perry 2011-04-05 NATIONAL BESTSELLER BONUS: This edition contains an excerpt from Anne
Perry's Dorchester Terrace. The man who lies bleeding to death in a London brickyard is no ordinary drifter but a secret
informant with details of an international plot against the British government. Special Branch officer Thomas Pitt, hastening to
rendezvous with him, arrives seconds after the knife-wielding assassin—who, in turn, flees on an erratic course that leads Pitt in
wild pursuit to picturesque St. Malo on the French coast. Meanwhile, Pitt’s supervisor, Victor Narraway, stands accused of
embezzling government funds. Since the man who ruined Narraway’s career is in Ireland, Pitt’s clever wife, Charlotte, agrees to
pose as Narraway’s sister and accompany him to Dublin to investigate. But unknown to Pitt and Narraway, a shadowy plotter is
setting a trap that, once sprung, could destroy not just reputations but the British empire itself.
Defend and Betray Anne Perry 2009 Includes an author interview and an excerpt from A sudden, fearful death.
In the Shadow of Gotham Stefanie Pintoff 2010-12-02 At the dawn of the twentieth century, a deranged killer is on the prowl.
New York, 1905. After losing his fiancee in the General Slocum ferry disaster, Detective Simon Ziele transferred to a country
town north of Manhattan in the hope of escaping his grief. But only months later he's faced with the shocking murder of a young
girl - battered to death in her bedroom on a cold winter's afternoon. And when Alistair Sinclair, one of Columbia University's most
noted criminologists learns about the case, he realises it bears an uncanny resemblance to the deranged mutterings of one his
research subjects. Ziele must work with Sinclair to determine whether his patient - with a terrifying history of violent behaviour
and brutal fantasies - did indeed seek out this innocent young victim ... before the vicious murderer strikes again. In the Shadow
of Gotham tells the atmospheric and gripping tale of a haunted man who must search for a killer, while on the run from his own
demons ...
The Face of a Stranger Anne Perry 2008 "Richly textured with the sights and sounds of London and its countryside...Solidly
absorbing and Perry's best to date." THE KIRKUS REVIEWS His name, they tell him, is William Monk, and he is a London police
detective. But the accident that felled him has left him with only half a life; his memory and his entire past have vanished. As he
tries to hide the truth, Monk returns to work and is assigned to investigate the brutal murder of a Crimean War hero and man
about town. Which makes Monk's efforts doubly difficult, since he's forgotten his professional skills along with everything else....
A Dual Main Selection of the Mystery Guild From the Paperback edition.
Full Dark House Christopher Fowler 2004-06-01 Edgy, suspenseful, and darkly comic, here is the first novel in a riveting mystery
series starring two cranky but brilliant old detectives whose lifelong friendship was forged solving crimes for the London Police
Department's Peculiar Crimes Unit. In Full Dark House, Christopher Fowler tells the story of both their first and last case—and
how along the way the unlikely pair of crime fighters changed the face of detection. A present-day bombing rips through London
and claims the life of eighty-year-old detective Arthur Bryant. For his partner John May, it means the end of a partnership that
lasted over half-a-century and an eerie echo back to the Blitz of World War II when they first met. Desperately searching for
clues to the killer’s identity, May finds his old friend’s notes of their very first case and becomes convinced that the past has
returned . . . with a killing vengeance. It begins when a dancer in a risque new production of Orpheus in Hell is found without her
feet. Suddenly, the young detectives are plunged in a bizarre gothic mystery that will push them to their limits—and beyond. For
in a city shaken by war, a faceless killer is stalking London's theaters, creating his own kind of sinister drama. And it will take
Arthur Bryant’s unorthodox techniques and John May’s dogged police work to catch a criminal whose ability to escape detection
seems almost supernatural—a murderer who even decades later seems to have claimed the life of one of them . . . and is ready
to claim the other. Filled with startling twists, unforgettable characters, and a mystery that will keep you guessing, Full Dark
House is a witty, heartbreaking, and all-too-human thriller about the hunt for an inhuman killer.
Weighed in the Balance Anne Perry 2010 An exiled German prince falls from his horse in Victorian England and his wife is
accused of murder. It's a scandal of international proportions and the man expected to sort out the truth from the lies is series
sleuth William Monk. First though he must polish his manners. By the author of Cain His Brother.
Brunswick Gardens Anne Perry 2010-09-29 In London’s affluent Brunswick Gardens, the battle over Charles Darwin’s
revolutionary theory of evolution intensifies as the respected Reverend Parmenter is boldly challenged by his beautiful assistant,
Unity Bellwood—a “new woman” whose feminism and aggressive Darwinism he finds appalling. When Unity, three months
pregnant, tumbles down the staircase to her death, Superintendent Thomas Pitt is as certain as he can be that one of the three

deeply devout men in the house committed murder. Could it have been the Reverend Parmenter? His handsome curate? Or his
son, a fervent Roman Catholic? Pitt and his clever wife, Charlotte, refuse to settle for less than the truth—or less than justice.
The Twisted Root Anne Perry 1999 Victorian-era private detective William Monk returns as he and his new wife, Hester,
investigate the mysterious disappearance of Miriam Gardiner, who vanishes from a croquet party at the sumptuous estate of her
future in-laws, leaving behind the body of a murdered coachman. 50,000 first printing.
A Sudden, Fearful Death Anne Perry 2010-09-22 In a London hospital, Prudence Barrymore, a talented nurse who had once
been one of Florence Nightingale’s angels of mercy in the Crimean War, meets sudden death by strangulation. Private inquiry
agent William Monk is engaged to investigate this horrific crime–which intuition tells him was no random stroke of violence by a
madman. Greatly helped by his unconventional friend Hester Latterly, another of Miss Nightingale’s nurses, and barrister Oliver
Rathbone, Monk assembles a portrait of the remarkable woman. Yet he also discerns the shadow of a tragic evil that darkens
every level of society, and a frightening glimmer of his own eclipsed past.
An Echo of Murder (William Monk Mystery, Book 23) Anne Perry 2017-04-20 The killer's hallmark is clear; can Monk now stop a
community being targeted? The master of the Victorian crime, New York Times bestselling author Anne Perry returns with the
twenty-third novel in the William Monk series An Echo of Murder. Perfect for fans of C. J. Sansom and Ann Granger. 'Anne
Perry's Victorian mysteries are marvels of plot construction... truly remarkable' - New York Times London, 1870: The body of a
Hungarian immigrant is found dead in what appears to be a ritualistic killing, with a bayonet through his heart, his fingers broken
and his body surrounded by seventeen blood-dipped candles. At first, Commander William Monk of the Thames River Police
suspects the killer is from within the community, but when another murder takes place, Monk fears the immigrants are being
targeted by an outsider... Meanwhile, Hester is reunited with a doctor who had been left for dead on a Crimean battlefield.
Traumatised by his experiences, Fitz has made his way home via Hungary and is now living in the community. Hester is
determined to help him and, when he is accused of the killings, she sets out to prove his innocence... What readers are saying
about the William Monk Mysteries: 'Perry is an agile word painter - so perfectly describing the sights and sounds of Victorian
London from the dark Limehouse area to the posh West End that one feels transported to a different time and place' 'The reader
becomes immersed in the tension' 'The characters are believable, the storyline ingenious and the reader [is kept] guessing right
to the end'
Acceptable Loss (William Monk Mystery, Book 17) Anne Perry 2011-04-14 As a past case returns to haunt Monk, can he find
justice for the innocent? Inspector William Monk once again faces a dangerous foe in Acceptable Loss, the seventeenth novel in
Anne Perry's acclaimed series. Perfect for fans of C. J. Sansom and Ann Granger. '[An Anne Perry novel can] take us away to
the far reaches of our imaginations, to a place and a time about which we can only dream... We see the gaslight, we feel the fog,
and in Perry's latest, Acceptable Loss, we experience the horror of murder, blackmail and sordid crime, as well as the shining
victory of heroic sacrifice and personal courage' - Asbury Park Press In 1864, Monk and his wife Hester are doing their best to
care for Scuff, a homeless boy recovering from a terrifying ordeal at the hands of Jericho Phillips, the runner of a child
prostitution ring. Although Scuff's evil abductor is dead, there is no suggestion that the ring has been broken and Scuff is certain
that more children are suffering an even worse fate. Monk is determined to find the remaining children and uncover the men
funding the operation. And when the body of small-time crook Mickey Parfitt washes up on Mortlake's shore, it fortuitously points
him in the right direction. But as Monk's investigation continues, the reputations of respected gentlemen start being called into
question and his task becomes fraught with unforeseen dangers. In an illicit world of blackmail, vice and corruption, Monk must
follow the trail - and his conscience - wherever it leads, no matter how disturbing the truth may be. What readers are saying
about Acceptable Loss: 'There is no one who better captures the Victorian period. From the homes of the wealthy, to the lowest,
meanest parts of London, [Anne Perry] creates a fully-realised world' 'A riveting mystery wrapped up in the dark and seedy side
of Victorian London' 'Anne Perry is the best Victorian crime [writer] I have ever read'
Acceptable Loss Anne Perry 2012 When a murdered body is discovered in the Thames, clues lead to a heinous childpornography case that police superintendent William Monk thought he had left behind, in an investigation that threatens his
friend Oliver Rathbone and forces Monk to consider painful sacrifices.
Whited Sepulchres Anne Perry 1998 Young Killian Melville is arguably the most brilliant architect of the age; passionate about
his art, he is liked by everyone. So when he visits Sir Oliver Rathbone, in need of a lawyer to represent him over his alleged
'breach of promise' to marry the daughter of his patron, Rathbone agrees despite his misgvings. The case is not an easy one.
Zillah is beautiful and even-tempered, heiress to a fortune and a good friend. What more could any man want? And why would
Melville risk losing the professional reputation he has worked all his life to build? Frustrated by his client's refusal to divulge any
further information, and convined he is keeping something from him, Rathbone, his own professional integrity at stake, decides to
ask his close friend Hester Latterly for an objective opinion about the case. She, meanwhile, has contacted William Monk to
investigate a mysterious family matter from twenty years ago. Little do they realise that the three of them are about to tackle the
most baffling and complex case with which they have ever been faced...
Defend and Betray Anne Perry 2010-09-22 After a brilliant military career, esteemed General Thaddeus Carlyon finally meets his
death, not in the frenzy of battle but at an elegant London dinner party. His demise appears to be the result of a freak accident,
but the general’s beautiful wife, Alexandra, readily confesses that she killed him–a story she clings to even under the threat of
the noose. Investigator William Monk, nurse Hester Latterly, and brilliant Oliver Rathbone, counsel for the defense, work
feverishly to break down the wall of silence raised by the accused and her husband’s proud family. With the trial only days away,
these there sleuths inch toward the dark and appalling heart of the mystery.
A Christmas Return Anne Perry 2017-11-07 ’Tis the season of giving—and with this wonderful book, New York Times bestselling
author Anne Perry shares a brand-new holiday mystery filled with bygone relationships and hidden secrets. As Charlotte Pitt’s
grandmother Mariah Ellison finds herself investigating a long-unsolved slaying, it becomes clear that grappling with intrigue and
foul play runs in the family. A festive Christmas package left on Mariah’s doorstep contains an ominous present, sparking
memories of a twenty-year-old murder that shattered her friendship with the victim’s widow. Though the gift is a bitter reminder of
that tragic time, in the spirit of the season Mariah travels to Surrey in hopes of reconciling with her estranged friend and solving
the crime that drove them apart. On arrival, Mariah joins forces with the murdered man’s grandson, a sleuth in his own right
who’s discovered promising evidence as well as a suspect. But Surrey’s picturesque hills conceal dark doings and shocking

revelations that could make the holiday anything but calm and bright. Decked with intrigue and trimmed with Yuletide spirit, A
Christmas Return is a holiday treat wrapped in the glorious storytelling talents of the reigning master of Victorian mystery. Praise
for A Christmas Return “This compact little gem, [Anne] Perry’s fifteenth Christmas novella, demonstrates her proficiency in
writing Victorian-set mysteries. . . . The atmosphere of close-knit village life in the 1890s feels pitch-perfect, from the homeliness
of residents’ holiday decor to the gossip that spreads like a dreadful stain. The characterization is superb, and the work’s short
length is perfect for the material. The spirit of the Christmas season is cleverly evoked through the underlying theme that it’s
never too late for reconciliations and second chances.”—Historical Novels Review (Editors’ Choice) “Perry’s many fans will enjoy
another winning Victorian-era mystery set during the holidays.”—Library Journal “Exceptional . . . Perry unobtrusively
incorporates insights about the true meaning of the season into the engrossing plot.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review)
Garment of Shadows Laurie R. King 2012-09-04 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Laurie R. King’s New York Times
bestselling novels of suspense featuring Mary Russell and her husband, Sherlock Holmes, comprise one of today’s most
acclaimed mystery series. Now the couple is separated by a shocking circumstance in a perilous part of the world, each racing
against time to prevent an explosive catastrophe that could clothe them both in shrouds. In a strange room in Morocco, Mary
Russell is trying to solve a pressing mystery: Who am I? She has awakened with shadows in her mind, blood on her hands, and
soldiers pounding on the door. Out in the hivelike streets, she discovers herself strangely adept in the skills of the underworld,
escaping through alleys and rooftops, picking pockets and locks. She is clothed like a man, and armed only with her wits and a
scrap of paper containing a mysterious Arabic phrase. Overhead, warplanes pass ominously north. Meanwhile, Holmes is pulled
by two old friends and a distant relation into the growing war between France, Spain, and the Rif Revolt led by Emir Abd elKrim—who may be a Robin Hood or a power mad tribesman. The shadows of war are drawing over the ancient city of Fez, and
Holmes badly wants the wisdom and courage of his wife, whom he’s learned, to his horror, has gone missing. As Holmes
searches for her, and Russell searches for herself, each tries to crack deadly parallel puzzles before it’s too late for them, for
Africa, and for the peace of Europe. With the dazzling mix of period detail and contemporary pace that is her hallmark, Laurie R.
King continues the stunningly suspenseful series that Lee Child called “the most sustained feat of imagination in mystery fiction
today.” BONUS: This edition includes an excerpt from Laurie R. King's Bones of Paris. Praise for Garment of Shadows “As
always, the relationship between Holmes and Russell is utterly understated yet traced with heat and light.”—Booklist (starred
review) “[A] taut tale . . . original and intriguing . . . This tantalizing glimpse into the life and times of a rapidly evolving Arabic
society has remarkable resonance for our own uncertain times.”—Publishers Weekly “Those new to the series are in for a
treat.”—Bookreporter
Marine Mammals Ashore Joseph R. Geraci 2005-01-01 Marine Mammals Ashore: A Field Guide for Strandings (J.R. Geraci &
V.J. Lounsbury)in the hardcover formatis back! A comprehensive manual for understanding and dealing with a stranded seal,
manatee, dolphin, whale, or sea otter, this book contains information for the interested beach dweller or student and for the
scientist or marine resource manager. Marine Mammals Ashore describes rescue operations, how to organize a response team,
and how to deal with the media and the public. It includes basic information on marine mammal biology, life history, and health,
and an extensive bibliography.Marine Mammals Ashore also provides stranding network participants with practical guidelines for
collecting data and specimens to better understand the biology and behavior of marine animals and the condition of their
environment.All chapters have been updated and expanded, with emphasis on topics that include: enhancing network
organization, public education, and media relations. natural and human-related mortality in each major marine mammal group.
recognizing, responding to, and investigating unusual mortality events. new or updated protocols for specimen and data
collection (e.g., samples for PCR analysis; basic guidelines for investigating possible noise-related strandings; collecting
environmental data and samples; and a detailed protocol for examining marine mammals for signs of human interactions).
zoonoses and other public health issues. updated overview of marine mammal stranding frequency and distribution in North
America, with coverage extended to Canada and Mexico. overview of special topics provided by invited authors:
disentanglement (Peter Howorth, Santa Barbara Marine Mammal Center, Santa Barbara CA); tagging and monitoring (Anthony
Martin, British Antarctic Survey); and GIS applications (Greg Early, A.I.S., Inc., New Bedford, MA). close to 600 new references
(and a few new carcass disposal stories!).The 372-page second edition features water- and tear-resistant paper, a vinyl cover,
and durable plastic coil binding. There are even strategically placed lined pages for adding personal notes and contact
information.
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